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Everything was normal on Fairytale day at Lake
Middle School. I mean, you know, kids were
dressed up as all sorts of characters, teachers
were dressed up. Everybody gets into those things
usually. Mr. Harrison seemed a bit overboard on
that day though. Between classes, he was in the
commons by his door.

“Who are you supposed to be?” I asked. He
wasn't dressed too unusual. You know, not a
costume or something. But, he wore a three-piece
suit that had a pocket watch chain dangling from
the vest pocket.

“I'm from a tale not often told the way it really
happened,” he said with an I-know-but-I'm-not-
telling-you smile.

He taught language arts. He was pretty good at
it, I guess. He didn't say anything more about it to
anyone until later in the class when we were
reading alone and he stopped by my table.

“C'mon, Mr. Harrison, none of the fairy tales are
real. None of them really happened. Can you tell
me what tale you came from?”

“It may involve a little girl,” he said and moved
on. Didn't even crack a smile.

I wished my best friend Ray was in the class.
Stuff like this is better when you have a best



friend to talk to. Instead, I was sitting with Justin
Placer, Mary Cho and Liz Strong. Not an ideal
combination.

“Dude, who cares about the stupid fairytale day?
Let it go, Brother.”

That was Justin. See what I mean? How the heck
would you feel if you were stuck with an attitude
like that for 50 minutes? Everything was stupid to
him.

“Fairy tales aren't stupid, Justin. You are,” Liz
said. Here went the fireworks.

“Stupid is as stupid does and stupid does fairy
tales in middle school,” Justin said.

“And what are you,” Liz countered, “like the
protector of all non-stupid thinking?”

Justin nodded. “Of course, Princess. I will
protect you and your kingdom forever from
Stupid.” He made some sort of sign with his hand.
I'm not sure what it was, but the irony was that
Justin was a whole lot smarter than Liz. She was
good at getting his goat, though.

Mary was buried in her book. It was silent
reading and she always read like a fiend. Pages
would turn so often, I wondered if she had time to
look at them. In another ironic twist of fate, she
was reading one of the Princess Diaries books. Like



a fairy tale meets real life about a princess.
I think Harrison heard us because he showed up

at our table.
“Placer, are you reading or flapping your gums?”
“I'd flap gum if I had some to chew, Sir.”
“Yeah, well, more flapping wouldn't help you

any. Try more reading and less talking.”
Liz was the winner in that salvo. She beamed

across the table with a non-verbal “That's what
you get.” Justin dare not say anything until the
coast was clear. Which was faster than I thought.

“Fairy tales aren't real, Liz. Not going to get you
to college,” he whispered. He raised his eyebrows
on that one and leveled the body language playing
field. “Even Table, here, gets that.” He looked
over at me like we were allies now. My name is
Abraham Table. Justin is three times my size and
can probably beat me up by just looking cross-
eyed at me. He was a good ally no matter how
stupid he thought things were.

“Duh, Justin. But reading will get you to
college,” Liz said.

Liz had kept the score even and the rest of the
class was uneventful.

Often at the end of class, Mr. Harrison has us
write something about what we learned on a little



scrap paper that he passes out. We have to hand it
to him at the door. I handed mine off and thought
I was done as I left the classroom.

Harrison called my name and I turned. “Think
Hood,” he said. He snarl-smiled by raising one side
of his upper lip and revealing a monstrous fang.

The wolf from Little Red Riding Hood! I laughed
a little and left to find Ray. I thought about that
fang and turned in the middle of hallway to look
back at Harrison. How did he get such realistic
looking fangs? When did he put them on? He wasn't
wearing them when he talked to us in class, I was
sure.

He must have known it was coming, my little
inquisitive discovery, because when I looked at
him he bared his teeth. He looked like he could
turn into a wolf.

* * *
Later, before I went to social studies in the

classroom next to Mr. Harrison's room, I asked him
the obvious while he was out in the commons
between classes. “Wasn't the wolf in Red Riding
Hood dressed up like Grandma?”

“I told you it wasn't what you thought,” he said.
When he flashed his smile, I could see that fang
again. Man, it was weird. That thing looked real.



At last, I could talk to Ray about this because he
had social studies with me. After I sat down, got
my notebook ready for Mr. Reyes's opener and
replaced the lead in my pencil, I saw Ray talking
with Harrison like I did on the way into class. I
wondered if he noticed anything. He took his seat
in front of me.

“Did you see Harrison?” he asked as if cued with
my brain.

“I know,” I whispered, “I couldn't believe it.
That thing looked so real.”

“Well, it is authentic, you know. Dude, he
scored that off a dead body. That guy is nuts, and
if you asked me, I'd say he's a little scary,” Ray
said.

I'm thinking, what? He killed a costume store
clerk and took a fake set of wolf fangs from him?
That didn't make sense... well, it did if he was a
werewolf, but that idea was ridiculous. So, I said,
“What are you talking about? What did he take off
a dead body?”

Mr. Reyes rang the bell to get the class's
attention just as the kid next to me, Paul Blue,
said, “Did you see the book on Harrison's desk? It's
about the loup garou.”

I didn't know much about that, but I knew it was



a werewolf.
* * *

I saw them pouring the concrete slab for my
school when it was being built. I was still in 3rd

grade, but my parents knew one of the
contractors, so they walked around it a bit, me in
tow, before the walls were all up. There is no
basement.

That's why, when I passed the janitor's closet on
one of the hallways (the one near the main
entrance), and just caught a glimpse of Harrison in
there (the closet was pretty big) going through a
door that went down, I was shocked. Driven to
peek.

Heck, I've passed the closet a million times
(well, a lot anyway), and you know, it has all the
janitor stuff – a washtub sink, buckets, mops,
shelves with cleaning products, vacuums. All that.
The upstairs closet even has a battleship looking
metal stairway that goes up to the roof. Don't
think my friends and I haven't wanted to get up
there sometime.

I've seen several teachers in there talking to the
plant engineer too, so seeing Mr. Harrison in there
was no surprise. Maybe the janitor told him to
help himself to a spray bottle of cleaner for his



classroom.
Trouble was seeing Mr. Harrison go through that

door.
He was going down stairs.
That's why I was shocked. There is nothing but

concrete on the bottom floor of our school. There
is no downstairs.

* * *
Just after 4th period on my way to lunch, I

looked for Ray. He had to know what was going
on. There was obviously more to the wolf-fangs-
fairy-tale Harrison than met the eye.

The onslaught of kids to get to the pizza line
was like a never ending tidal surge. I was being
battered as I stood against the flow trying to spot
Ray. Now I can identify with the coastal erosion
that has formed the west coast of our country. If
you had to face something like this every day,
anything would erode sooner or later. I'm only
amazed that the coast isn't moving inland faster.

I was being hit by fairy wings, taking tummy jabs
(for the tickle effect, I'm sure), shoulder hits,
bumps and annoying comments and when Ray
showed up, I turned to join him in a line that
already extended up the hallway from the
cafeteria.



“I thought you'd never get here. You won't
believe what I saw!” I said.

“You're kidding. You finally saw Luke Regent
dunk a basketball!”

“Come on, Ray, the day is only so good.” Luke
was a six foot two seventh grader and rumor had
it that he could dunk, but nobody had actually
witnessed it. “I can't tell you here in line. It'll
have to wait till we sit down.”

“Can I sit with you, Abe? Maybe it'll be scary to
me too.”

That voice belonged to Jessica McMulligan.
Friends with Liz Strong. I wasn't about to reveal
anything to her. It would be a social disaster
before we finished our pizza. It would be all over
the cafeteria to start with. Instantly. I chose to
turn and ignore. After all, she was dressed up like
a witch. How could I trust her?

“I never said it was scary,” I whispered to Ray.
“He never said it was scary, Jess,” Ray said.
“We'll if it was, I wouldn't be interested

anyway,” she returned.
Annoying.
We sat; I told; Ray decided. He was the go-to

guy for getting something done. He had a plan.
* * *



Ray had two hall passes left in the quarter, so
he decided to use one at approximately 2:30. That
is about 10 minutes after the afternoon janitor
arrives and opens the closet for his supplies. He's
an old guy, kinda looks like a gnome – short with a
straggly chin strap beard. Happier than a gnome, I
suppose. He always talks with kids in the hallway
and asks questions when you stroll by because he's
friendly and his closet door is always open.

See, Ray thought of that at lunch. He was going
to try to slip in there and have a look-see at that
door. I expected it to be locked, but Ray certainly
wasn't above sneaking in and checking things out.

You'd think, in the tidal wave of students after
school surging down a hallway that had to be a
design flaw because of how narrow it was, you'd
think that a kid (like Ray or anyone else for that
matter) couldn't squeeze through and make any
tracks. Normally, he couldn't.

Ray came tearing through the crowd after
school like a fox escaping a hen house after
hearing the first shotgun blast. His eyes were wild,
his binder was unzipped and had papers sticking
every which way. He had to walk up to the
elementary school and pick up his sister and didn't
have a ton of time after school, so usually he went



straight to his locker to get his backpack before he
came to my end of the hall. Not this time.

“You won't believe this,” he said panting.
“There's a whole cafeteria under this the school.
Maybe even a mall for all I could tell.”

“What? Did you go down the stairs? Were there
stairs?”

“Oh, there were stairs, I'm pretty sure.” Ray was
still catching his breath. “The door was open, you
know it pulls out toward the hallway, so it blocked
my view, but I saw Mr. Harrison walk around it
and then he clearly went down. I heard the
clanging of glasses, forks, plates – stuff like you'd
hear from a restaurant.”

“Or a laboratory. Why didn't you go all the way
in the closet and look?” I asked.

“I heard voices. Sounded like someone was
coming and I didn't want to get caught in there.
Besides, I knew Mr. Granger would be back to the
closet pretty quick. Didn't want him to catch me
either.”

“So, something is going on under the school that
none of the kids know about.” The hallways were
thinning out and Ray and I headed back toward his
locker. “That means that my eyes weren't tricking
me when I saw Harrison going in there and going



down.”
I peeled off when we walked by the library.
Ray asked, “Where are you going?”
“Well, I've got to get a new book before

language arts tomorrow and I couldn't go at lunch
today.” Ray stood there for a minute like he knew
I had more to say, but he was in a hurry. “Ray, do
you think the werewolf talk about Harrison is
related to this place downstairs?”

“Sure. It's where the teachers drink coffee and
put on costumes.” He began walking away and
then turned back. “Maybe Mr. Harrison is in a
costume every day. Maybe he isn't who we think
he is at all.”

“Yeah. Who knows. See you, Ray.”
Ray was thinking costumes and coffee parties.

My thoughts were much more sinister, so I aimed
myself toward the reference section to see if I
could find something on werewolves.

* * *
The stuff was generic. No good. Didn't help.
On my way out, I turned back down the hallway

with the closet. The door was pushed inward and
my heart began to beat a little faster. By now the
halls were clear of kids and, as I looked both ways,
teachers. I crept up on the closet in hopes that



Mr. Granger and Mr. Aimes were somewhere else.
No sounds of buckets moving as I approached. I

stepped in and stood before the door to the
stairway. I have to admit that I was a bit scared. I
mean, what if it was unlocked? What if there
really was a stairway? What in the world were
they doing down there?

“Whacha doin', Abe?”
I jumped and I'm certain my heart stopped and

restarted. I was glad I didn't scream like a girl.
When I saw that the voice belonged to none other
than Mr. Harrison, I felt like I was going to faint.

“Nothing,” was all that came out of me in a
pitch much higher than I wanted or expected.

“Well, you shouldn't be in here, you know. Mr.
Granger isn't in here with you. Are you helping him
this afternoon?”

Sometimes kids who got in trouble had to help
Mr. Granger clean windows for a half hour or so
after school. Mr. Harrison was still in his three-
piece fairy tale suit, and suddenly the walk-in
janitor's closet was feeling crowded. And out of
oxygen. “No, I'm not one of his helpers. I try to
stay out of trouble, Mr. Harrison, you know that.”
I tried to sound natural, comfortable, which I
wasn't.



“Places like this are trouble if you don't have a
reason for being here. Why are you in here,
Abe?”      

“Just curious,” I said. I could have said,
'terrified, frightened, about to blow the lid off this
monster show,' but I didn't.

He turned to leave the closet and I was right on
his heels. I wanted out of there. The air felt fresh
in the hallway where there was space to move,
plenty of light, and I had several ways to sprint if
Mr. Harrison decided to go werewolf on me.

I half expected him to say, 'Well, curious doesn't
cut it,' turn into a terrifying creature, slam me
into the brick wall and then duck into the elevator
to disappear without anyone seeing what
happened. He didn't do that though.

“Be less curious about cleaning supplies, okay?”
That's what he said. And then he just walked off
like nothing was wrong. Like the fang stunt he
pulled during the school day was just stuff for fairy
tale day.

I stood there a moment, looking at the elevator
door. The elevator. Maybe, just maybe, I thought,
there was a way down to the secret underground
lair of the teachers through the elevator. Sure. A
hidden button. Yeah, my mind was getting a little



too active now. The school was quiet. I could hear
the sound of the heating unit, the clank of things
at the far end of the hallway near the cafeteria,
but there were very few teachers or students
roaming around. Why not? Why not try the
elevator. Nobody around. It wouldn't hurt to just
open the door, step inside and have a quick look
at the buttons.

I pressed the elevator button and waited for it
to arrive from the top floor, looking constantly up
and down the hallway to make sure the coast was
clear. Obviously, we kids couldn't use the thing
unless we were injured and had a note. The door
slid open with a beep and I stepped on like it was
my every day habit.

Those things are creepy, you know. The
florescent light is too bright for the space, the
cabin is too small and has no decorations or
pictures. I stood rooted to the floor like a tree,
staring at the buttons, feeling like the only
connection I had to the real world was the fresh
air that still came in through the open door. What
in the world was going on?

Did I really think there was a secret world under
my school and that the teachers were humans who
turned into monsters when they went there?



Maybe there's something about an elevator that
makes you feel like you are going nuts. When the
door automatically slid shut, I jumped a bit and
wondered about my fragile mental state.

C'mon. What do you think I saw? “1” and “2”
buttons, “open” and “close” buttons. The
emergency red phone. The permit in a glass
casing. Standard issue elevator stuff. No button
that said “Downstairs to Monsterville” or
“Forbidden Cafeteria.” What was I thinking?

I punched the open button and Liz Strong was
standing outside the door. Like a ghost. I startled
again.

“I saw you go in there,” she said. Didn't move a
muscle.

“I did go in there. That's why I'm still here.” I
stepped by her, glad to be in the free air again.
She pivoted so she still faced me. It was like she
was on a swivel or something.

“You're not allowed in there, you know.”
“Yeah, I know, Liz. I was looking for a way to

find a monster.” Why not tell the truth?
“You guys and that stupid Monster game. Is that

all you ever do?”
“No, sometimes I take out the trash when my

parents ask me to. Oh, and I do homework, eat,



sleep. I do a bunch of things.” She was referring to
the Monsters card game that a bunch of us play on
Wednesdays. There's an app and an online version
too, but the cards are the most fun. You have a
portfolio of monsters that you try to build in
strength and ability (and health) so you can attack
other people's monsters and rule The City. You're
trying to take it over.

“You're nuts, Abe,” I heard Liz say as she headed
back to the lockers and I headed the opposite
direction. I thought she was nuts, but I didn't have
time to think about it or care. It had been a pretty
exciting day, what with looking to see if Mr.
Harrison was a werewolf and all, but the ending
was disappointing.

I reviewed it in my mind. Mr. Harrison had fangs
that looked real. He even hinted that they were.
Circumstantial evidence pointed to a werewolf
being involved. An impossibility, of course, but it
had Ray's mind, and mine, running on high octane.
Then, I thought I saw Mr. Harrison going down the
stairs in the janitor's closet. Stairs that would
cause a government crisis if they actually existed –
because I knew for a fact that they couldn't exist.
Ray said he not only saw the stairs (did he say
that?), but that he went partway down. And he



heard stuff that indicated the teachers or
somebody was doing something down there. Now,
I can't get near the stairs to prove any of this. And
Mr. Harrison's fangs disappeared to boot.

I thought all this on my way out of the building,
backpack slung over my back and wishing I could
sort it out with Ray, but knowing I had a full night
ahead because of guitar lessons and homework.

Chills ran down my spine and goosebumps
showed up on my arms when I got to the bathroom
by the cafeteria. Blood was dripped on the floor
leading in to it. Large splotches like someone had
been stuck with a knife... or attacked by a fang-
wielding werewolf. I stopped in my tracks because
I heard voices around the corner in the cafeteria.

“I think that's enough to finish her off,” I heard
a student say. Finish her off? What had they done.
I didn't move. Then I heard Mr. Harrison.

“Look, gang, you've done a bang-up job, but
we've got to get this mess cleaned up before
someone sees it. We'll all be in trouble. We can
take her back to Mr. Aimes' workroom until we can
finish with her. Tie her up there and leave her
hanging.”

Goll! Was this school going mad? I gulped and
decided to exit the school by the front entrance. I



had to get out of there. The front office crew was
still in when I went by so I stopped to tell them
what was going on. What was going on? I wasn't
sure, but I had a sick feeling in the pit of my
stomach. When I stepped in, the office secretaries
were laughing, obviously oblivious to the terror in
their school.

“Good afternoon, Abe,” Mrs. Green said, a
happy grin plastered on her face.

“Hey, I don't know if you guys know, but stuff is
going on down the hallway by the cafeteria. It
looks like—”

Mr. Harrison burst in. “I'm killing someone out
here.” My eyes grew wide. It was no secret, what
he was doing? Were they all in on it? “It looks like
blood all over the floor. Is Mr. Aimes anywhere
close?”

“Big Bad, you shouldn't have. My what big teeth
you have! Are you eating innocent children
again?” Mrs. Green said.

“Only the red ones,” Mr. Harrison said.
Horror must have registered on my face and Mr.

Harrison laughed out loud. “Abe, I told you to
think Hood. Red Riding Hood. Did you finally figure
out that I am the Big Bad Wolf in our Spring play?”

Relief flooded like a gushing torrent. I didn't tell



Mr. Harrison what I finally figured out or where I
went wrong. As I walked through the cafeteria to
go home, stepping around the red splotches of
paint, I saw the full mural of Red Riding Hood the
kids had painted. I thought the Big Bad Wolf was a
lot scarier in real life.



More about Abe...
Follow the growing collection in the

Misinformed Life of Abe Table at
http://abetable.wordpress.com/
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